Gene therapy seeks to treat a disease by transferring one or more therapeutic nucleic acids to a patient's cells or by correcting a defective gene, for example by gene editing. Hence, this technology has the potential to cure diseases that are treatable but not curable with conventional medications, and to provide treatments for diseases previously classified as untreatable. As with any new medical technology, translation of this concept initially led to a mixture of encouraging and disappointing results in clinical trials, and also some major setbacks. However, fueled by successful treatment of ocular diseases and primary immune deficiencies, the "comeback of gene therapy" was highlighted as one of the major scientific breakthroughs of the year by Science magazine in 2009 (refs. 1, 2 ). Advances in the development of gene therapy vector systems, optimized for in vivo and ex vivo gene transfer, and increasing clinical experience with these technologies were major factors that have finally allowed medicine to capitalize on the potential of gene transfer for the treatment of human disease. As the field advanced gene therapy beyond correction of genetic disorders, the spectrum of applications vastly increased. In fact, eradication of blood cancers using chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-modified T cells prompted Science magazine to select cancer immunotherapy as the biggest scientific breakthrough of 2013 (ref. 3) .
Effective strategies for clinical gene therapy are based on either in vivo gene delivery to postmitotic target cells or tissues or ex vivo gene delivery into autologous cells followed by adoptive transfer back into the patient (Figure 1 ). Among the various viral based vector systems, adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors have demonstrated the greatest clinical success for in vivo gene delivery ( Figure 2) . A wide array of serotypes and capsid variants enables the targeting of a variety of tissues and cell types. Clinical application of ex vivo gene therapy has primarily focused on gene delivery to autologous hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) to treat hematological and other disorders, or into differentiated lineages such as T lymphocytes for cancer immunotherapy. Retroviral vectors (γ-retroviral or lentivirus derived) are capable of integrating their therapeutic genetic payload into the target cells' genome and have proven effective for hematopoietic cells. Early adverse events with γ-retroviral vectors have promoted a shift to the use of vectors based on lentivirus (Figure 2 ), which show a better preclinical safety profile and more efficient gene delivery to nondividing cells. 4, 5 Approval of the first-gene therapy product Glybera, an AAV vector for treatment of lipoprotein lipase deficiency, by the European Medicines Agency was an important first step in gene-based drug development. 6 Recent breakthroughs in clinical gene therapy trials have now emerged in a variety of monogenic diseases including primary immune deficiencies, hemoglobinopathies, hemophilia B, neurological diseases, ocular diseases, and cancer immunotherapies (excluding oncolytic cancer therapy, which is reviewed elsewhere). 7 This review aims to highlight recent successes in gene therapy clinical trials.
TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS ON THE PATH OF TREATING PRIMARY IMMUNODEFICIENCIES
Primary immunodeficiencies (PIDs) are rare but life-threatening genetic diseases that severely compromise the integrity and functions of the immune system. Children born with these diseases are often referred to as "bubble boys" or "bubble girls", as they have to live in a germ free environment because their immune system is unable to fight off microbes that are harmless to immune competent individuals. PIDs targeted by gene therapy include X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID-X1), adenosine deaminase-deficient severe combined immunodeficiency (ADA-SCID), chronic granulomatous disease, and Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS). These children typically suffer from recurrent infections, failure to thrive, and death in the first few years after birth (unless they undergo successful bone marrow transplantation). Patients with PID mostly rely on the availability of human leukocyte antigens (HLA)-matched donors for HSC transplantation. With only a small proportion of patients (<20%) finding compatible donors, alternate strategies to treat PIDs are highly desirable. 8 Growing success of various gene therapy protocols involving autologous HSCs opened up new treatment avenues for patients without a need for an HLAmatched donor while avoiding a need for immune suppression and the complication of graft versus host disease. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Early experience with gene therapy for SCID-X1, an immunodeficiency disorder characterized by the absence of T cells, impaired B-cell function, lack of natural killer (NK) cell development and γ-chain (γc) dependent cytokines, verified the concept that gene-corrected cells had a selective advantage and could therefore effectively reconstitute immune competence in treated patients. However, these trials also experienced a major setback, as use of murine γ-retroviral vector for ex vivo gene transfer led to the development of leukemia in 5 of the 20 patients treated, thus raising safety concerns regarding the use of γ-retroviral vectors. [15] [16] [17] [18] Use of self-inactivating (SIN) viral vectors, devoid of long terminal repeats promoter/enhancer function, in recent gene therapy protocols has reduced the risk for insertional mutagenesis and clonal dominance. [19] [20] [21] A multicenter phase 1/2 clinical trial (#NCT01410019, Paris; #NCT01175239, London; and #NCT01129544, United States) of SCID-X1 employed a SIN γ-retroviral vector to deliver a corrected copy of the interleukin-2 receptor γ chain (IL2RG) gene to autologous HSCs of nine patients. 22 Infusion of IL2RG gene transduced autologous HSCs into SCID-X1 patients restored the T-cell population in Figure 1 In vivo versus ex vivo gene therapies for the treatment of genetic diseases and cancer. In vivo gene therapy involves direct introduction of vector (carrying the therapeutic gene) into the patient (either into or near the target organ). This strategy has achieved success in the treatment of eye diseases, neurological disorders, and hemophilia In ex vivo gene therapy, a patient's cells (e.g., hematopoietic cells) are taken out of the body and then transduced by a vector in culture to incorporate the therapeutic gene. Finally, the gene-modified cells are transplanted back to the patient. Various inherited metabolic and immunological disorders and different types of cancers have been successfully treated with ex vivo gene therapy. AADC, aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase; ADA-SCID, adenosine deaminase severe combined immunodeficiency; ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; LCA II, Leber's congenital amaurosis II; LHON, Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy; MLD, metachromatic leukodystrophy; SCID-X1, X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency; WAS, Wiskott-aldrich syndrome. most patients, who were subsequently able to resolve pre-existing infections. During follow up of 1 to 3 years post-gene therapy, no adverse event related to insertional mutagenesis was reported. Although it is still early for assessment of long-term safety, these results clearly demonstrate the efficacy of these vectors in treating PIDs. Recent data also document that these gene therapy protocols result in faster immunological reconstitution after transplant than conventional haploidentical HSC transplant. 23 Murine γ-retroviral vectors have also been employed in gene therapy trials of ADA-SCID, a fatal primary immunodeficiency with impaired T-, B-, and NK-cell development, which puts patients at risk for severe opportunistic infections. 11, 12, 14, 24 Patients with ADA-SCID have mutations in a gene-encoding adenosine deaminase (ADA), an enzyme responsible for clearance of toxic purine metabolites from the body. Initial gene therapy trials for ADA-SCID in the early 1990's utilized γ-retroviral vectors carrying a corrected copy of ADA gene. 25, 26 These trials were encouraging in that normalization of T lymphocyte counts in some of the treated patients was observed. However, overall results strongly reflected the need to improve engraftment and frequency of gene-corrected HSCs. Moreover, in these trials, the direct effect of gene transfer could not be ascertained as treated patients simultaneously received enzyme replacement therapy. In subsequent clinical trials, patients were preconditioned with a nonmyeloablative regimen, and enzyme replacement therapy was discontinued before infusing autologous HSCs transduced with γ-retroviral vector carrying a functional copy of ADA. 12, 24, 27, 28 These measures could entirely reverse the disease phenotype. Follow-up studies in these patients confirmed gene correction in multiple cell lineages, leading to expression of normal ADA levels and restoration of immune competence. It is further encouraging that more than 40 ADA-SCID patients have been treated with these vectors without any signs of vector-related genotoxicity.
More recently, Otsu et al. 29 reported clinical findings of γ-retroviral vector mediated gene therapy for ADA-SCID in two patients. The study found that although systemic detoxification and immune recovery was only partial, both patients have not required enzyme replacement therapy for more than 5 years, with observations ongoing. Again, no adverse event related to vector integration was observed. However, due to safety concerns with γ-retroviral vectors, SIN lentiviral vectors (with cellular promoter and codon optimized ADA cDNA) are also being explored for ADA-SCID in clinical studies (NCT01380990, NCT01852071). 30, 31 These studies employed a mild non-myeloablative conditioning with busulfan (5 mg/kg) before infusing gene-corrected autologous HSCs. Five patients have been treated so far, and significant improvements in total T-cell count and overall immune recovery have been observed at about 1 year of follow-up. These promising results emphasize that though γ-retroviral vectors appeared to be safe in ADA-SCID gene therapy, LVs represents a viable alternate for the future.
WAS is another PID, for which retroviral vector has been employed in clinical studies. During 2006-2009, 10 WAS patients were treated with autologous HSCs transduced retrovirally to carry a corrected copy of WASp gene (following mild myeloablation). 32, 33 Gene-corrected HSCs engrafted well and showed proliferative and selective advantage over noncorrected cells. Therapeutics levels of WAS protein correlated with clinical benefits (partial to complete resolution of bleeding, eczema, immunodeficiency, and autoimmunity) in these patients. However, following 1-5 years of gene therapy, seven of these patients were reported to develop leukemia, of which two patients died. These clinical outcomes further emphasize the need to address potential risks and safety concerns associated with these vectors.
Based on the preclinical studies, SIN-LVs were developed for subsequent clinical trial for treatment of WAS (#NCT01515462). Results of this study support the safety and efficacy of these vectors. 10 In this trial, three children with WAS were treated with bone marrow derived autologous CD34 + HSCs, which were transduced ex vivo with LV-w1.6W vector carrying a corrected copy of the WASp gene. Gene-corrected cells were observed in bone marrow and peripheral blood of all three patients. Stable levels of WASp protein were observed. Most importantly, these patients showed considerable improvement in their clinical symptoms (such as eczema and recurrent infections) and experienced reduced disease severity as early as 6 months after gene therapy. In contrast to γ-retroviral gene therapy for WAS, no insertional mutagenesis or clonal dominance was observed in any of these patients after 20 to 32 months of follow-up. 34 Similar positive outcomes have recently been reported for additional patients, who now no longer require a germ-free environment or frequent hospitalization due to bleeding or infection. 35, 36 Chronic granulomatous disease is a rare genetic disorder caused by mutation in the gp91phox subunit of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase, leading to inability of phagocytic cells (mainly neutrophils and macrophages) to produce reactive oxygen species and therefore to clear bacterial and fungal infections efficiently. Initial clinical trials on gene therapy for chronic granulomatous disease proved relatively unsuccessful as it only provided transient clinical benefits to patients, mainly due to low engraftment of gene-corrected cells. 37 Moreover, use of γ-retroviral vectors resulted in clonal dominance of gene-corrected cells leading to the development of myelodysplastic syndrome and monosomy 7 in some of the patients. 31, 37, 38 Current research focuses on utilizing SIN LVs to avoid such insertional mutations and approaches such as the use of myeloid-specific promoter are being adapted to achieve better reconstitution of gene-corrected cells.
PROGRESS TOwARD TREATING HEMOGLOBIN DISORDERS: β-THALASSEMIA AND SICKLE CELL DISEASE
Worldwide, the monogenic hemoglobin disorders sickle cell anemia and β-thalassemia are major causes of morbidity and early mortality. There are no ideal long-term treatments. Available therapies, while aiming to improve the quality and duration of life, are not curative and have side effects from long-term use. While bone marrow transplantation can be curative, a matched donor is required. Thus, these hematological diseases should be ideal targets for therapeutic gene transfer to HSC. However, since these diseases provide no selective survival advantage to the gene-corrected HSC, it has been a challenge to generate a sufficient number of genecorrected HSC expressing appropriate levels of the corrected globin protein to correct the defect in erythrocytes. The common blood disorder β-thalassemia results from the loss of functional β-globin, an essential component of hemoglobin in erythrocytes. Current treatment for β-thalassemia patients is frequent blood transfusions and chelation therapy to prevent the accumulation of iron. The first success in correcting β-thalassemia was reported by CavazzanaCalvo et al. 9 where they transduced autologous CD34 + HSCs with a SIN-LV encoding a functional copy of the β-globin gene followed by myeloablative conditioning prior to reinfusion of the genecorrected HSCs. Since treatment, the subject has displayed stable hemoglobin levels and has been transfusion free for almost 2 years. Recently, early results were reported from 17 patients enrolled in phase 1/2 studies, in which LV transfer of an engineered β-globin gene to HSC was performed. Treatment was particularly successful in patients with some level of endogenous β-globin such as those with β E form. Here, expression of >2 g/dl largely eliminated the need for transfusions and iron chelation therapy, thus vastly improving the patients' quality of life (even allowing these children to regularly attend school). 39, 40 A more difficult situation occurs in patients with β 0 /β 0 genotype, as they lack endogenous expression entirely. Thus far, gene therapy more typically has resulted in only partial correction of the disease. These ongoing phase 1/2 trials for β-thalassemia (#NCT01639690, #NCT01745120, #NCT02151526, and #NCT02453477) will provide important long-term follow-up data for the safety and efficacy of gene-corrected HSC and the stability of β-globin expression. With clinical studies being conducted in United States, Australia, Thailand, France, and Italy, a much more comprehensive assessment of the potential of gene therapy for globin disorders should be possible in the near future.
In patients with sickle cell disease, mutations in β-globin generate an abnormal form of hemoglobin, called hemoglobin S or sickle hemoglobin. As a result, red blood cells appear "sickle-shaped", lack flexibility and stick to vessel walls. In addition to pain, blockage of blood vessels can occur that slows or stops the flow of blood, so that oxygen may not reach nearby tissues. LV-mediated HSC gene transfer of a β-globin sequence with a missense mutation that results in "anti-sickling" properties (β A-T87Q ) has now been successfully carried out in a 13-year-old patient with sickle cell disease who did not respond to treatment with hydroxyuria (which aims to increase fetal globin gene expression). 40, 41 This subject has achieved 47% of β-globin expression derived from the therapeutic transgene and no longer requires red blood cell transfusions (>1-year follow-up). This outcome marks the beginning of a wider use of gene therapy in the treatment of globin disorders.
TOwARD A CURE FOR THE COAGULATION DISORDER HEMOPHILIA B
Hemophilia is a hematological disorder caused by mutations in the X-linked gene encoding coagulation factor VIII (hemophilia A) or IX (hemophilia B) and occurs in 1 in 5,000 or 1 in 30,000 male births worldwide, respectively. In its severe form (<1% coagulation activity), the resulting failure of the blood to clot causes spontaneous bleeds into joints and soft tissues, and can be life threatening. Hemophilia patients are currently treated with intravenous infusion of either recombinant or plasma derived FVIII or FIX proteins, which are infused up to two to three times per week in order to prevent serious internal bleeds. This life-long treatment is burdensome and expensive and, due to the costs of the protein drugs, is typically not available in third world countries. In contrast, gene therapy has the potential to be curative, lasting for many years after a single round of gene transfer (>10 years in canine models). Since there is no need for regulated gene expression, levels as low as 5% of normal have a significant impact on bleeding frequencies (FVIII and FIX are secreted in an inactive form with normal plasma levels of 200 and 5,000 ng/ml, respectively). FVIII is primarily synthesized in a subset of endothelial cells, including liver sinusoidal endothelial cells, while hepatocytes are the site of FIX synthesis. Nonetheless, design of a gene therapy for hemophilia offers many choices for target cells and tissues because a number of cell types are capable of synthesizing biologically active FVIII or FIX upon gene transfer.
In preclinical studies using both small and large animals with hemophilia, in vivo gene transfer to the liver using AAV vectors emerged as one of the most efficient and promising protocols. Hemophilia B is considered an ideal first target for this approach because FIX is more easily expressed at high levels than is the case for FVIII. Initial clinical trials by High and colleagues provided proof-of-principle that AAV2 gene transfer via the hepatic artery can correct hemophilia B (FIX deficiency). [42] [43] [44] A patient in the high-dose cohort of 2 × 10 12 vg/kg had expression of FIX for over 2 months, with activity levels peaking at ~12%. However, a cytotoxic T-cell response to the viral capsid prevented sustained therapeutic FIX expression, resulting in mild, vector-dose-dependent liver toxicity manifested as self-limited, asymptomatic elevation of transaminases. [43] [44] [45] Further studies revealed a memory CD8 + T cells against AAV capsid in humans (who are naturally infected with AAV) that likely eliminated transduced hepatocytes. 46 In addition, there is considerable prevalence of neutralizing antibodies against AAV (in particular against serotype 2) in the human population, which blocks gene transfer to the liver above a certain titer. While AAV vectors alone do not provoke strong immune responses unlike other viruses such as adenovirus, these results highlight that the immune system remains a hurdle for in vivo gene transfer.
Nathwani et al. initiated a second clinical trial using a selfcomplementary genome, a codon-optimized F9 sequence, a different AAV serotype (AAV8), with a reduced frequency of neutralizing antibodies, and a transient immune suppression (IS) regimen with prednisolone if patients presented with a loss in circulating FIX or mild transaminitis. 47, 48 The switch to AAV8 also allowed for a lessinvasive peripheral vein administration, and the lower incidence of neutralizing antibodies made the therapy available to more patients. Extensive testing in nonhuman primates supported the safety and efficacy of this vector in human clinical trials (#NCT00979238). 49 Ten hemophilia B patients lacking neutralizing antibodies to AAV8 were enrolled in escalating dose groups. A dose-dependent persistent expression of FIX (1 to 6% of normal levels) was observed in all participants after a single intravenous injection, allowing either the discontinuation of prophylactic FIX protein infusions or a significant reduction in frequency. 50 However, capsid-specific antibodies arose in all participants, which would likely block future readministration of vector. 51 Relatively high vector doses were required to lift the patients from severe disease (<1% of normal coagulation activity) to mild disease (>5% of normal). A dose of 2 × 10 12 vg/kg resulted in a rise of liver enzyme levels (aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase) in four out of six participants. These patients were started on prednisolone at 60 mg/day, which was tapered and stopped over a period of ~8 weeks. While this regimen prevented the complete loss of circulating FIX protein, as seen in the initial AAV2 clinical trial, some patients had a reduction in circulating FIX levels from the early peak levels. However, it should be noted that all subjects experienced sustained multi-year expression of FIX. 52, 53 A new phase 1/2 clinical trial was recently started by Monahan et al. in which they gained approval to use a naturally occurring hyperactive FIX variant (R338L, FIX-Padua) in a self-complementary AAV8 vector (#NCT01687608). [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] In preclinical studies using animal models of hemophilia B, long-term expression with improved catalytic activity of FIX variant (FIXR338L) at lower vector doses (scAAV8-FIXR338L) were observed. 59 Three dose cohorts (of up to 3 × 10 12 vg/kg) were incorporated. Early treatment data show that one patient receiving a mid-range dose of 1 × 10 12 vg/kg has achieved sustained levels of 20-25% of normal, which is considered curative. T-cell responses were observed. On the positive side, with over 20 hemophilia B patients treated with different AAV-F9 vectors there has been no indication of patients developing an immune response against the FIX protein. Recent data from ongoing clinical trials suggest that stable therapeutic and even curative levels of FIX protein activity are now obtainable in patients. Going forward, several critical questions need to be answered. For example, why did one trial using scAAV8 consistently yield sustained levels >5% at the highest dose while a second trial with a similar vector and dose did not? Can this be explained by differences in the design (e.
Advances in design and molecular evolution of AAV capsids and testing in humanized mouse models will hopefully result in vectors with better performance in the human liver, which will be critical in adapting this approach to hemophilia A, as expression and efficient secretion of the larger FVIII molecule is more challenging. [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] To what extent vectors with higher transduction efficiency allow for a reduction in vector dose in humans (which would reduce capsid antigen presentation) remains to be seen, as it is possible that a threshold in the form of a minimally required number of particles exists for efficient transduction. Similar efforts are ongoing to design protocols that overcome pre-existing immunity in humans and that limit capsid antigen presentation. [67] [68] [69] Superior immune suppression protocols are being developed in parallel in case vector development by itself is insufficient to solve the immunological hurdles. 49, 70, 71 With sufficient levels of hepatocyte transduction and transgene expression, AAV hepatic gene transfer mediated immunological tolerance induction may ultimately be used as a dual therapy to eliminate established inhibitory antibodies to coagulation factors and other therapeutic proteins and provide therapeutic protein expression.
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INHERITED NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS
Neurological disorders are among the most difficult diseases to treat with conventional pharmacological drugs because of the complexity of the central nervous system (CNS) and the existence of physical barriers such as the blood brain barrier. Gene therapy can potentially overcome these limitations but also faces substantial hurdles to delivery of the vector, targeting specific cells types within the CNS, and having to achieve adequate levels of gene expression within a therapeutic window. Nonetheless, successful gene therapies have now been reported for various genetic diseases of the CNS such as adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD), metachromatic leukodystrophy, and aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) deficiency. Both integrating (LV) and nonintegrating (AAV) vectors have been successfully used in these gene therapy trails.
Successful use of LV in neurological disorders was first reported in ALD, a genetic disorder of CNS in which mutations in ABCD1 gene (encoding ALD enzyme) results in accumulation of very long chain fatty acids causing demyelination of CNS and the adrenal cortex. In this clinical study, two ALD patients (after a complete myeloablative conditioning) were treated with LV-mediated gene-corrected autologous HSCs. 76 More than 3 years of follow-up studies in these patients showed persistent therapeutic levels of ALD protein with no further demyelination of CNS and stabilization of disease. Moreover, no major safety concern was reported in any of these patients. 77 However, larger cohorts with longer follow-up periods are needed to strengthen the safety and efficacy profile of these vectors to promote their use in gene therapy of ALD and other neurological disorders. Late infantile metachromatic leukodystrophy is a fatal genetic disorder, in which first sign of symptoms appear in the second year of life and patients die within the first decade of their life. These patients lack arylsulfatase A (ARSA), an enzyme whose deficiency leads to accumulation of sulfatide (a glycolipid with sulfate group) in myelin-producing cells, causing demyelination of the nervous system leading to severe motor and cognitive damage. Unfortunately, bone marrow transplant or HSC transplant are not effective treatments for this disease because replacement of resident tissue macrophages and microglia by the transplanted hematopoietic cell progeny does not keep pace with the rapidly progressing disease. While bone marrow transplant, if given early enough, may have some stabilizing effect on neurocognitive function, it typically fails to halt loss of motor function. Biffi et al. 13 (#NCT01560182) hypothesized that overexpression of ARSA in gene-modified hematopoietic cells might overcome these limitations of bone marrow transplant by delivering a level of ARSA that would correct neighboring cells and thus halt demyelination. The authors employed SIN-LV-mediated gene transfer in autologous CD34 + HSCs of three presymptomatic patients. A dose-adjusted treatment of busulfan prior to gene transfer resulted in engraftment of bone marrow and peripheral blood with high frequencies of gene-corrected cells. In this approach, microglia derived from gene-corrected HSC serve to deliver ARSA to the CNS. After 2 years of gene transfer, these children continued to produce therapeutic levels of functional ARSA enzyme and showed normal motor and cognitive development for their ages. Moreover, these patients are well past their expected age of disease manifestation. Insertional mutagenesis was not observed in these patients, although long-term results in these patients are still pending.
AADC deficiency is another devastating neuronal genetic disorder for which gene therapy is being explored, as existing drug therapy provides little to no benefit to the patients. AADC deficiency impairs the synthesis and secretion of neurotransmitters such as dopamine and serotonin leading to developmental delay, oculogyric crises, dystonia, truncal hypotonia, sweating, severe movement disorders, tongue protrusion, jaw spasms, and neurological impairment in infants. In a recent clinical trial (#NCT01395641) of AADC deficiency, Hwu et al. directly injected AAV2 vector carrying AADC gene into the bilateral putamen of four 4-to 6-year-old patients. 78, 79 All subjects were reported to gain weight after 3 to 6 months post-gene transfer and had better head control and emotional stability. Importantly, their Alberta Infant Motor Scale, Peabody Developmental Motor Scale, and Comprehensive Developmental Inventory for Infants and Toddlers scores were better after 15 to 24 months of gene therapy, indicating improvement in their motor and cognitive functions. The only adverse events observed were transient increases in dyskinesia in two patients and frequent episodes of apnea in one patient, which declined to normal by 10 months after gene transfer. These results demonstrate the potential of AAV-mediated gene therapy delivered by intracerebral infusion. However, long-term efficacy of treatment remains to be documented. For example, a phase 1 clinical trial (#NCT00229736) of Parkinson's disease showed initial improvement post-AAV-mediated gene transfer but failed to achieve a lasting effect. 80 Nonetheless, multi-year transgene expression in the human brain was documented in this as well as in a trial on Canavan disease. 80, 81 In evaluation of these approaches, one has to keep in mind that design of phase 1 clinical safety studies for neurodegenerative SRP Kumar et al.
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Official journal of the American Society of Gene & Cell Therapy disease is difficult. In older patients with advanced disease, it may not be possible to sufficiently restore the damage to achieve a therapeutic effect or to target gene transfer to the ideal part of the CNS. However, there are also limitations to the gene delivery technology, resulting in transduction of too few neurons or other targeted cell types in the CNS. Early AAV2-based vectors could not spread from the injection site because of binding to extracellular matrix components. Spread from the injection site is much improved with use of alternative serotypes and capsid engineering. Nonetheless, the route of administration also needs to be optimized to achieve delivery to wider areas of the CNS. For example, infusion of the vector into the cisterna magna (for delivery into cerebrospinal fluid) or use of vectors that can cross the blood brain barrier is being explored to replace conventional intracranial injections. 82, 83 Finally, promising results on correction of motor neurons in infant children have now been reported for a clinical trial on intravenous AAV9 delivery for spinal muscular atrophy type 1 (#NCT02122952; 2016 annual meeting of the American Society of Gene and Cell Therapy).
INHERITED RETINAL DISEASES
AAV vectors are highly effective in ocular gene transfer and have therefore been extensively used in gene therapy protocols of various retinal diseases, including inherited forms of blindness for which no treatment existed. Leber's congenital amaurosis type 2 (LCA2) is the first retinal hereditary disease that showed impressive clinical success with this type of gene therapy. [84] [85] [86] [87] In LCA2 patients, mutations in RPE65 gene prevent the expression of retinal pigment epithelium 65 kilodalton protein (RPE65), thereby impairing the process of visual photo-transduction and thus severely limiting vision in these patients. Three clinical studies carried out independently by different centers demonstrated that a single subretinal injection of AAV2 vector carrying the therapeutic gene (RPE65) improved vision in treated regions of the retina, resulting in improved vision that was stable for at least 3 years. [84] [85] [86] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] One protocol was successfully expanded to a trial in pediatric patients, demonstrating that early intervention vastly improved the potential for restoring vision. 93 Patients showed a 2 log or more unit increase in pupillary light responses, and an 8-year-old child gained light sensitivity to nearly that of age-matched normal-sighted individuals. This approach has now been further advanced to a phase 3 clinical trial. 94 Recent long-term evaluation of patients from two of the aforementioned clinical trials (#NCT00481546 and #NCT00643747) suggested a decline in retinal sensitivity, visual acuity, and functional gain over time, which however has not been observed in the third study. 95, 96 Differences in vector design, final formulation, immunomodulatory regimens used (transient around vector administration), and surgical approach, may all contribute to the observed differences. For safety reasons, patients enrolled in these early trials had received gene transfer to only one eye. Although safety and efficacy data from these clinical trials supported subsequent treatment of the contralateral eye, there was concern that induction of immunity to the viral capsid or possibly the transgene product would not only limit therapy from a second injection, but may also affect the functionality gained by the first treatment. On the other hand, since the eye is considered immune privileged and relatively low vector doses are used, it is hypothesized that repeated gene transfer is possible without toxicity. To address these points, Bennett et al. 97 designed a protocol (#NCT01208389) to inject the contralateral eye of three patients with the identical AAV2 vector encoding the RPE65 gene. Within 3 months of the second gene transfer, patients showed gradually improved sensitivity to dim light, activation of the visual cortex on fMRI, and navigational skills using the recently injected eye without any adverse effect to their previously injected eye. These functional gains were more pronounced in younger patients suggesting that older patients with highly degenerated retinas might benefit less. The extent of retinal degeneration in LCA2 patients, as in many inherited retinal dystrophies, advances with age. Preclinical studies in murine and canine models have shown that gene augmentation could slow down the process of degeneration provided that the therapeutic intervention starts at an early, predegenerative stage of the disease. [98] [99] [100] More recently, Cideciyan et al. 101 found that though there was markedly improved visual functionality in LCA2 patients treated with gene therapy, this did not halt progression of retinal degeneration. However, these results may reflect suboptimal vector dose/gene transfer at a stage of retinal degeneration that could not be salvaged. Therefore, future clinical studies will be designed to better address both visual functionality and slowing down/halting the process of retinal degeneration. Approaches to halt other genetic causes of retinal degeneration are also being developed and show promise. 102 Success with the LCA2 gene therapy has generated interest in developing gene therapy for other retinal diseases. MacLaren et al. 103 reported successful initial results of a gene therapy trial (#NCT01461213) for choroidermia. This retinal genetic disease is due to a nonfunctional copy of the CHM gene, resulting in slow and progressive degeneration of the patient's photoreceptors, choroid and retinal pigmented epithelium, and leading to complete blindness by middle age. A subretinal administration of the AAV2 vector carrying the CHM gene substantially improved vision in two patients and increased retinal sensitivity in four more patients after 6 months of gene therapy. Working toward a gene therapy for Leber hereditary optic neuropathy, Koilkonda et al. 104 demonstrated in a murine model of this disease that a single intravitreal injection of scAAV2 (with triple Y-F mutations in AAV2 capsid) carrying a wild-type human ND4 gene (a mitochondrial gene affecting complex I of electron transport chain) was able to arrest further deterioration of the optic nerve. Further, a significantly high rate of complex-I-dependent ATP synthesis was observed in eyes rescued with ND4, suggesting correction of the impaired electron transport chain. Two gene therapy trials (#NCT01267422 and NCT02161380) utilizing AAV as a vector for Leber hereditary optic neuropathy gene therapy are currently enrolling patients.
CHIMERIC ANTIGEN RECEPTOR-BASED IMMUNOTHERAPY
Successful gene therapy is not limited to genetic diseases. Cancer immunotherapy based on genetic modification of autologous T cells has received much attention as it is highly effective at eradicating B-cell leukemias and lymphomas that are resistant to standard therapies in cancer patients. Autologous CD8 + T cells are engineered to recognize and kill cells bearing tumor-specific antigens through a CAR that combines the specificity of a monoclonal antibody with the proliferative and cytotoxic abilities of an activated CD8 + T cell. Antigen receptor and costimulatory molecule signaling is complexed with antibody-based antigen recognition, bypassing the need for HLA restriction, which is often downregulated in transformed cells, or the requirement for antigen presenting cells. CAR-modified autologous CD8 + T cells are generated by ex vivo gene transfer with LV, expanded and can be banked for repeated transfusions under well-established cGMP-compliant manufacturing processes. 105 Three generations of CARs have been developed with different combinations of signaling domains, with second-and third-generation CARs showing the greatest efficacy. in patients with relapsed and refractory B-cell leukemias, B-cell lymphoma, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), and acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL).
In one of the three seminal studies published recently, Brentjens et al. 108 , at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center reported on the safety of infusing a second-generation CAR that coupled the T-cell receptor ζ chain with the costimulatory CD28 molecule. This 19-28z CAR was transduced into autologous T cells of eight patients with CLL (#NCT00466531) and one patient with ALL (#NCT01044069), with or without prior conditioning therapy. Patients had poor genetic prognostic markers, including deletions in the p53 gene and exhibited advanced disease as evidenced by bulky lymphadenopathy. All patients tolerated the infusion well and did not develop cytokine release syndrome. Of the four CLL patients treated with cyclophosphamide before T-cell infusion, three patients exhibited either stable disease or a marked reduction of peripheral lymphadenopathy, whereas B-cell aplasia was observed in B-ALL patients. Rapid trafficking of 19-28z+ T cells to sites of CD19 + tumor and in vivo persistence of transplanted cells was observed. In another clinical study (#NCT01029366) at the University of Pennsylvania, CD19 targeting CAR T cells that contained a costimulatory domain from CD137 (4-1BB) and the T-cell receptor ζ chain (CTL019) showed potent non-cross-resistant clinical activity after infusion in three of three patients treated with advanced and refractory CLL. 109, 110 High levels of expansion of CTL019 CAR T cells (>1,000-fold) were observed in all three patients, who continued to express functional CARs at high levels for at least 6 months. Moreover, a portion of these cells persisted as memory CAR + T cells and retained anti-CD19 effector functionality. Of the three patients treated, there were two complete responses and one partial response lasting greater than 8 months after CTL019 infusion. In a third study, Kochenderfer et al. 111 at the NIH reported a phase 1 clinical trial of CLL (#NCT00924326), in which patients received chemotherapy followed by an infusion of autologous anti CD19-CAR transduced T cells and a follow-up course of intravenous IL-2. Six of the eight treated patients showed remissions of their malignancies, and four of eight patients had long-term elimination of CD19 + B-lineage cells. Anti-CD19 CARtransduced T cells could be detected in the blood of patients for up to 181 days after infusion. Elevations in serum levels of IFN-γ and TNF-α correlated with significant toxicity observed in the patients. The same group also reported on a phase 1/2 clinical trial (#NCT01087294) using allogenic donor hematopoietic stem cells, with 3 out of 10 patients achieving remission. Donor-derived anti-CD19 CAR T cells were detected in the blood of 8 of the 10 patients. Associated toxicities were transient, and none of the patients receiving donor derived T cells experienced graft versus host disease. 112 Given these encouraging responses in patients with CLL, researchers extended their findings to the more aggressive B-ALL, which also expresses the CD19 antigen. Long-term survival of adult patients with relapsed B-ALL is dependent upon achieving a complete remission induced through chemotherapy followed by allo-HSC therapy. Lee et al. 113 recently reported a phase 1 dose-escalation trial (#NCT01593696) that had enrolled 21 patients with relapsed or refractory B-ALL. The maximum tolerated dose was established, and a complete response was observed in 14 of the 21 patients (representing 66.7% complete response rate). Cytokine release syndrome was observed in 3 of the 21 patients but was controlled by treatment. All other toxicities observed were also reversible. Although CD19 CAR T-cell expansion was observed, long time persistence was not seen past day 68. In another clinical study (#NCT01044069), Brentjens et al. 114 also infused autologous 19-28z+ CAR T cells into five relapsed adult B-ALL subjects with persistent morphological disease or minimal residual disease after salvage chemotherapy. Rapid tumor eradication and complete remissions were observed in all patients, with one relapse 90 days into therapy. While the infused CAR T cells were otherwise well tolerated, significantly elevated cytokine levels required lympholytic steroid therapy. Patients were subsequently able to undergo allo-HSC therapy 1-4 months after 19-28z+ CAR T-cell infusion. In a larger cohort, an overall complete response of 88% was observed, which in some cases occurred at 2 weeks or sooner after treatment began, allowing most treated patients to transition to allo-HSC therapy. 115 Maude et al. 116 used CTL019 CAR T cells to treat 30 patients with relapsed and refractory ALL (#NCT01626495 and #NCT01029366). Complete remission was observed in 90% patients after the infusion of LV transduced autologous CTL019 cells. CTL019 cells proliferated in vivo and were detectable in the blood, bone marrow and cerebrospinal fluid of patients for up to 11 months. Here, all patients developed cytokine release syndrome, which was severe in eight patients but was resolved by treatment with the anti-IL-6 receptor antibody tocilizumab. In an unexpected outcome from a previous study by this group (with CTL019 T-cell infusion into two patients with ALL), a relapse occurred in one patient with blast cells that no longer expressed CD19. These findings highlight the need to develop CARs that recognize other tumor-associated antigens in B-cell leukemias and lymphomas. 117 While the data summarized above demonstrate significant remission of malignancy by CAR T-cell therapy in CLL and ALL patients, serious but manageable adverse events, including B-cell aplasia, tumor lysis syndrome and cytokine release syndrome, have also been reported. Approaches providing a controlled inflammatory response to tumor lysis such as determining optimal costimulatory signaling domains or suicide gene switches are being explored to enhance safety. Further identification of tumor-specific antigens and their use in CAR T-cell therapy would avoid the killing of nonmalignant cells, thereby providing better specificity. CAR T-cell doses and conditioning regimens have definitive influences on the outcome of therapy and thus need to also be further evaluated. Use of CARs in other cell types may provide an alternate strategy for patients, in which the use of T cells is not feasible. For example, CAR NK cells have been shown to be cytotoxic to B-cell leukemia, and transducing CARs into FoxP3 + regulatory CD4 + T cells (Treg) could provide specific immunosuppression for the treatment of autoimmune diseases. [118] [119] [120] Similarly, transfer of T-cell receptor (TCR) genes into Treg or fusion proteins into B cells could be used clinically for immune tolerance induction. 121, 122 CAR gene transfer to T and NK cells also shows potential for generating immunity to human immunodeficiency virus. 123 Finally, CAR T-cell therapies are now being developed for solid tumors and other malignancies.
TCR GENE-MODIFIED T CELLS FOR CANCER IMMUNOTHERAPY
Gene transfer of cloned TCRs isolated from tumor infiltrating T cells represents another approach for T-cell-based cancer immunotherapy, especially for tumor antigens not expressed on the cell surface. In TCR gene therapy, the patient's T cells are again engineered ex vivo to redirect their specificity toward a particular tumor antigen. These tumor-specific engineered T cells are then reinfused back to the patient, where they recognize tumor antigen in the context of HLAs in the tumor microenvironment. Various clinical trials have employed genetically modified TCRs to treat a wide variety of cancers (synovial cell sarcoma, neuroblastoma, melanoma, and colorectal cancer) with long-term tumor regression. [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] However, due to high sensitivity, these engineered T cells can target normal cells SRP Kumar et al.
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Official journal of the American Society of Gene & Cell Therapy expressing low levels of target antigen, which has lead to serious "on target-off tumor" toxicities in treated patients. 125, 127, 130 Cancertestes antigens (CTAs), a group of tumor-associated antigens, provide an excellent alternative target for TCR gene therapy, since their expression is limited to male germ cells in the testis and in some cases in ovary, trophoblasts, or placenta. Moreover, various types of cancers (including lung, breast, ovary, bladder, and melanoma) share many CTAs, with their expression frequency ranging from 30-80%. Therefore, one type of CTA-specific TCR gene therapy could be used against several types of cancers. Several recent clinical studies (#NCT01350401; #NCT01352286; #NCT01273181) utilized affinity enhanced TCRs to target MAGE-A3 (one of the CTAs highly expressed in different types of cancers) in melanoma, myeloma, and metastatic cancer patients. 131, 132 Five of the nine metastatic patients treated by Morgan et al. 132 responded positively to the treatment and underwent tumor regression. However, three of the nine treated patients developed serious neurotoxicity related to the treatment, resulting in two fatalities. Post-autopsy assays on the deceased patients' brains suggested that expression of MAGE-A12 in human brain tissue might have contributed to the neurotoxicity. Similarly, two melanoma patients treated by Linette et al. 131 , died due to cardiac shock following MAGE-A3-specific T-cell infusion. Post-autopsy assays suggested that nonspecific recognition of an unrelated peptide derived from the striated muscle-specific protein titin led to severe myocardial damage in these patients. Though tumor regression in five patients treated by Morgan et al., demonstrate efficacy of the approach, overall results from these two studies raise serious safety concerns for use of MAGE-A family members as the target for TCR gene therapy. Moreover, inability to predict such adverse events in preclinical studies of these targets clearly underscores the need for superior means to identify potential offtargets of engineered TCRs.
Encouragingly, a very recent clinical study (#NCT01352286) by Rapoport et al. 133 reported the safety and efficacy of NY-ESO c259 , a human-derived affinity-enhanced TCR that recognizes a peptide shared by two CTAs (NY-ESO-1-and LAGE-1), in 20 patients with multiple myeloma. Infusion of the engineered T cells did not cause adverse events. Moreover, the infused cells showed target-specific antitumor activity with significant proliferation and persistence, which was well correlated with progression free survival in 16 of the 20 treated patients up to 20 months. These results suggest that targeting multiple antigens increases the chance to achieve complete remission. Such advances would probably be able to target a larger cohort of patients with improved outcomes. Although outside the scope of this review, it should be pointed out that cancer immunotherapy of solid tumors using genetically engineered oncolytic viruses has had similar success.
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FUTURE OUTLOOK: PRECISION GENE THERAPY THROUGH GENE EDITING
Common characteristics shared by the success of ongoing clinical gene therapy trials are that: (i) disease is caused by the absence of a functional protein and conversely the presence of a mutated protein does not interfere with the therapy; (ii) regulated expression is not necessary due to suboptimal expression levels and the specific disease; and (iii) phenotypic correction with gene therapy can be achieved either directly through gene delivery to postmitotic tissues or indirectly through genetic modification of stem cells. Thus for the broader application of gene therapy to treat genetic-based diseases, the field needs to advance beyond gene addition strategies. One such path is the incorporation of genome-editing technology to either correct endogenous disease causing genes or to specifically target the integration of a therapeutic gene into a defined genetic locus. Such tools include zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-associated systems (CRISPR-Cas). These engineered endonucleases can be programmed to specifically target and alter a DNA sequence by introducing a double-strand break and can therefore be employed to correct a disease-causing mutation with great efficiency, representing a sophisticated tool for precision medicine. Much of initial work has focused on establishing proof of principle and developing reagents and animal models for these gene-editing tools. ZFNs are the first to be investigated in clinical trial (#NCT00842634). Tebas et al. 135 infused 12 patients with autologous CD4 + T cells, in which the CCR5 gene, a coreceptor of human immunodeficiency virus, was inactivated by ZFNs. The study reports a significant increase in CD4 + T cells postinfusion and long-term persistence of CCR5-modified CD4 + T cells in peripheral blood and mucosal tissue. In parallel, TALENs and CRISPR-Cas system are undergoing preclinical development as potentially more versatile gene-editing tools. For instance, the CRISPR-Cas system was employed to study the effects of gene modifications in postmitotic neurons in the mouse brain or to correct a hereditary disease, Tyrosinemia, in a mouse model. 136, 137 ZFN-mediated gene editing and a system for targeting without using nucleases have shown promise in correction of the F9 gene in hepatocytes of hemophilia B mice. 138, 139 However, the current efficiency of gene editing may be subtherapeutic for certain diseases, where edited cells have no proliferative or survival advantage, and off-target double strand breaks may induce genotoxicity. Therefore, these gene-editing tools need further refinement before they can be safely and effectively used in the clinic. In addition, a guideline should be established on the ethical use of gene-editing tools such as for the editing of embryos to correct germ line mutations.
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CONCLUSIONS
Clinical gene therapy has matured over the past decade, so that the field can now point to several impressive successes. These include a wide variety of diseases and modes of gene transfer. LV and AAV vectors have primarily been used in these trials, while other vector systems are expected to also further advance in their clinical applications. Lessons learned from successes as well as from problems and impediments encountered in recent trials will drive innovation of clinical gene therapy approaches. Next-generation protocols are already being developed, which will also help expand the spectrum of diseases that can be treated by gene therapy. For some of the most difficult targets such as muscular dystrophies and several of the lysosomal storage and neurological disorders, rapid success is less likely. Nonetheless, continuous progress is being made toward future treatments. Ultimately, gene therapy will become more precise with the incorporation of gene-editing tools, as has recently demonstrated in genome editing of HSC. 141, 142 
